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Short Stories 1996 he had eventful experiences in a prison and an asylum he
travelled with sufis and sanyasis and did odd jobs at the end of it basheer has a bagful
of stories coming from the man who alerted the map of malayalam fiction five decades
ago this volume of short stories is bound to be an unforgettable experience
Poovan Banana and the Other Stories 1994 this carefully selected collection of vaikom
muhammad basheer s short stories are characterised by a variety in theme and tone
he has enshrined in them every kind of experience from the pangs of hunger and sex
to the rapture of mystic vision its range includes stark realistic pictures of the material
world as well as the realm of fantasy haunted by ghosts and spirits basheer has
written on love and hate on politicians and pickpockets on the fancies of childhood and
on the disillusionments of adult life with an intense sense of the tragedy of life and at
the same time an irrepressible sense of humour
Vaikom Muhammad Basheer 2015 வ க கம ம கம மத பஷ ர உலக அதன அன த த க க ற கள ட ம ந ச த
த அப ர வம ன கல ஞர கள ள ஒர வர த ம ச ர ஷ ட ய ன இன ற யம ய த இயங க பக த என ற அவரத ப ர தல ல ம
ஒத க கப பட டவர கள ட க ற ப ப கக க ம ள கள மட யர கள த ர டர கள க ற றவ ள கள என ற உலகம கண க க ம
மன தர கள ட தன ன அட ய ளப பட த த க க ள வத ல ம இவ வக ய னர த தன ன ட ய மந த ர எழ த த ல ந ம வ ர ம
ப ம ப த த ரங கள க ம ற ற மல ய ள இலக க யத த ன வர படத த ப பலபத த ண ட கள க க ம ன ப ம ற ற அம க க
பஷ ர ல ம ட ந தத vaikom muhammad basheer is an unique storyteller who loved the
world with all its flaws he is noted for his path breaking disarmingly down to earth
style of writing that made him equally popular among literary critics as well as the
common people he made those rejected by society into beloved characters with the
magic of his writings he played a key role in shaping the contemporary literature of
malayalam this is a complete collection of his novels translated into tamil
The Love-letter and Other Stories 1983 a restlessness born of guilt and despair leads
ravi to embark on a journey that ends in the remote village of khasak in the
picturesque palghat countryside in kerala a land from the past potent with dreams and
legends enfolds the traveller in a powerful and unsettling embrace ravi is bewitched
and entranced as everything around him the villagers their children whom he teaches
in a makeshift school the elders who see him as a threat the toddy tappers the
shamans takes on the quality of myth and then reality painful and threatening begins
to intrude on the sojourner s resting place and ravi begins to understand that there is
no escape from the relentless dictates of karma often poetic and dark always complex
and rich the legends of khasak o v vijayan s much acclaimed first novel translated into
english by the author is an extraordinary achievement
"Me Grandad 'ad an Elephant!" 1980-01-01 articles on the life and works of vaikom
muhammad basheer b 1910 a malayalam author
பஷீர் நாவல்கள் (Basheer Novelkal) 2016-04-01 sangam with gul mohar the orient
longman term book is the latest from the publishing house that offered thousands of
children countrywide the advantage of a light school bag this version represents a
synergy of two leading brands from orient longman gul mohar and sangam it brings
together strong and effective material in four subjects as before english mathematics
science and social environmental studies in a format endorsed by educationists and
teachers in the last two years sangam with gul mohar classes 1 and 2 terms 1 3
consisting of english mathematics and environmental studies sangam with gul mohar
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classes 3 to 5 terms 1 3 consisting of english mathematics science and social studies
Voices ; The Walls 1976 lee fiora is a shy fourteen year old when she leaves small
town indiana for a scholarship at ault an exclusive boarding school in massachusetts
her head is filled with images from the school brochure of handsome boys in sweaters
leaning against old brick buildings girls running with lacrosse sticks across pristine
athletics fields everyone singing hymns in chapel but as she soon learns ault is a
minefield of unstated rules and incomprehensible social rituals and lee must work hard
to find and maintain her place in the pecking order
Magic Cat 1978 as post colonial mayyazhi mahe where history and time flowed with
the water under the rusted iron bridge tries to come to terms with its new found
independence young men leave to seek their fortunes abroad and many of the older
generation orphaned by the departure of the french struggle to eke out a living even
as they remember their days of plenty under their foreign masters caught up in their
suffering kumaran vaidyar does everything he can to keep the people of his beloved
mayyazhi from starving but entrusts his own children to the care of his beloved wife
who is no more meanwhile father alphonse waves his magic wand and changes
pebbles into candy and waits for his good for nothing son to return through all this
untroubled by the woes of the elders shivan shashi and elsie spend an idyllic childhood
in sunny sleepy mayyazhi until the day of reckoning catches up with them and they
pay the price of growing up mukundan s two seminal mayyazhi novels on the banks of
the mayyazhi and god s mischief are at one level the saga of mahe mayyazhi with its
legacy of french colonialism at another they are despite an exuberant parade of myths
and legends a chronology of the futile search of the exiled through the crowded alleys
of history mukundan has made mahe into the malgudi of malayalam literature s
prasannarajan times of india mukundan s novels provide a reading of the history of
colonialism unavailable in a historian s ruvre prof k n panikkar interrogating
colonialism novel as imagined history
Vaikom Muhammad Basheer:Ezhuthum Jeevithavum (3rd edition) 2008-07-01 in the
novel there is a historical romance but its subtext is a political one of contemporary
significance in the novel there is a subplot with subhadra at the centre through what
she does or what happens to her c v is projecting a futuristic vision of the new woman
in the indian context the conventional image of the woman is replaced by an imagined
figure that was to emerge on the indian scene another unique feature of this novel is
the introduction for the first time of untouchables the channans of south travancore
hence is fiction asserting humanistic values over and above the taboos and
superstitions of yester years
Basheer Ezhuthiya Kathukal 2010-09-16 this new edition designed for greater visual
appeal and ease of use offers the student more opportunities to gain the twin power of
grammar and words while it calls on the experience of its use for over 30 years it has
new special features such as function based exercises listening tasks etc support work
and dictionary reference pronunciation and spelling have been strengthened the
choice of texts old and new has as before received considerable attention the new gul
mohar is a comprehensive package which preserves and fortifies the tried and tested
features of the original gul mohar approach
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Voices ; The Walls 1976 najeeb s dearest wish is to work in the gulf and earn enough
money to send back home he achieves his dream only to be propelled by a series of
incidents grim and absurd into a slave like existence herding goats in the middle of the
saudi desert memories of the lush verdant landscape of his village and of his loving
family haunt najeeb whose only solace is the companionship of goats in the end the
lonely young man contrives a hazardous scheme to escape his desert prison goat days
was published to acclaim in malayalam and became a bestseller one of the brilliant
new talents of malayalam literature benyamin s wry and tender telling transforms this
strange and bitter comedy of najeeb s life in the desert into a universal tale of
loneliness and alienation
The Legends of Khasak 2008-05-14 ý dr georgeýs comprehensive study is thus
valuable not only for throwing a revealing light on the immediate subject but also for
its relevance to the wider subject of western influence on india as a whole it is only
after inquiries have been conducted in depth like dr georgeýs covering the whole
country and all the divers aspects of the problem that anything like a definitive picture
for all india can be expected to emerge but even by itself dr georgeýs study has an
importance transcending malayalam language and literature or the life and culture of
the people of kerala ý
Baṣīri̲nte̲ pūnkāvanaṃ 2003 winner of the jcb prize for literature 2020 a novel of epic
dimensions easily among the most accomplished fictional works in malayalam k
satchidanandan vavachan is a pulayan who gets the opportunity to play a policeman
with an immense moustache in a musical drama the character appears in only two
scenes and has no dialogue however vavachan s performance and his moustache
terrify the mostly upper caste audience reviving in them memories of characters of
dalit power such as ravanan afterwards vavachan whose people were traditionally
banned from growing facial hair refuses to shave off his moustache endless tales
invent and reinvent the legend of his magic moustache in which birds roost which
allows its owner to appear simultaneously in different places and disappear in an
instant which grows as high as the sky and as thick as rainclouds and turn vavachan
into moustache a figure of mythic proportions set in kuttanad a below sea level
farming region on the south west coast of kerala the novel is as much a story of this
land as it is of vavachan and its other inhabitants as they navigate the intricate
waterscape stories unfold in which ecology power dynamics and politics become key
themes originally published in malayalam as meesha s hareesh s moustache is a
contemporary classic mixing magic myth and metaphor into a tale of far reaching
resonance
Sangam Gulmohar Class 5 Term 1 2006 in the city he discovers the manuscript of a
secret novel called a spring without fragrance that tells the story of the arab spring
and its failure but the book is a dangerous one and anyone who reads it disappears a
literary thriller a tribute to the power of books in the face of state repression and a
story of indelible love this follow up to benyamin s award winning jasmine days is a
moving and urgent novel of our times
Prep 2010 perhaps the only novel to have been reprinted nearly every year for over a
hundred years indulekha 1889 is widely held to be the first malayalam novel often
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called an accidental and flawed work at its core lies a love story the setting of the
novel is the nair community of kerala which had for centuries practised polyandrous
matriliny a most unusual form of inheritance through the woman whom both property
and authority flavoured it gives us glimpses of prevalent social practices much
debated amongst a people already under colonial pressure to change their ways of life
written by a nair indulekha is not a grandiose outpouring but the author s effort to
achieve certain social goals firstly to create a novel much like those of the english
authors he had read and secondly to illustrate nair society at that time both of which
met with success the novel influenced the deliberations of the malabar marriage
commission which it predated and of which chandum enon was a member this novel
will appeal to general readers interested in indian writings in translation students of
literature history and culture political and legal theory and gender studies will also find
it useful
God's Mischief 2002 national and state literature akademi awardee m t vasudevan
nair s novel is set against the backdrop of the crumbling matrilineal order of kerala in a
newly independent india as freedom and democracy promise prosperity a young upper
caste boy full of idealism learns to deal with a world that is less than ideal
Marthanda Varma 1998 the powerful memory of a former love rules radhika s inner
world as she builds a small time practice in law and attempts normalcy in a marriage
she neither wanted nor resisted raped at age ten raped again as a young collegiate
she is abandoned twice first by her father and later by christy who loved her but takes
her through a wedding ceremony only to leave her later the same day when christy
returns sixteen years later shattered and unstable the burnt and withered roots of love
bloom again trauma betrayal and loneliness are the colors that paint this picture of
physical and emotional violence that radhika endures
Gul Mohar Reader-5 2005 naalukettu the house around the courtyard is the story of a
young boy appunni set in a matrilineal nair joint family a taravad in the author s native
village kudallur fascinated with accounts of the prestigious naalukettu taravad from
which his mother was expelled appunni visits the house only to be despised and
rejected by all appunni grows up to earn enough money and returns to buy his
ancestral home but his victory soon turns into ashes when his father s murderer turns
out to be the same man who was the only sympathetic adult in appunni s lonely
teenage years
Goat Days 2012-07-17 the only novel of one of keralaas leading women writers
lalithambika antharjanam s agnisakshi is a telling account of a woman s life glowing as
though purified in the fire of sacrifice set against the history of kerala and life customs
habits and culture of the namboodiri community along with the fervent cries of the
indian national freedom struggle the characters act out their unforgettable roles tethi
the dazzling but disappointed bride who renounces worldly life unni namboodiri whose
adherence to the vedic way of life destroys his personal happiness and thankam unni s
nair cousin and the mighty aphan namboodirias daughter seeking her own liberation
from the past true to the lyrical and emotional tone of the original vasanthi
sankaranarayanan s translation offers a moving portrait of upper class upper caste
kerala society just before and after independence
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Kunju Karyangalude Odeythampuran 2011-04-02 the indian state of kerala is one of
the largest blocs of migrants in the oil economies of the arab gulf looking closely at the
cultural archives produced by and on the gulf migrants in malayalam the predominant
language of kerala this book takes stock of circular migration beyond its economics it
combines formal and thematic analyses of photographs films and literature with
anthropological and historical details to offer a nuanced understanding of the
construction of the gulf and its translation to the cultural imaginary of kerala it
explores the dissonance between the private and public discourses on the gulf among
migrants and non migrants and demonstrates the role of this disjuncture in the
continued fascination for gulf migrant lives an enquiry into the various dimensions of
the gulf in kerala as an acknowledged means of living as a rumour an object of gossip
a public secret or even a private thrill this book debunks the idea of language as a
common entity and studies the tentative borders built within finally it explores the
resources possibilities and perils of affiliative communities constructed along and
across those borders
Tales of Athiranippādam 2013 in this award winning novel tharoor has masterfully
recast the two thousand year old epic the mahabharata with fictional but highly
recognizable events and characters from twentieth century indian politics nothing is
sacred in this deliciously irreverent witty and deeply intelligent retelling of modern
indian history and the ancient indian epic the mahabharata alternately outrageous and
instructive hilarious and moving it is a dazzling tapestry of prose and verse that
satirically but also poignantly chronicles the struggle for indian freedom and
independence
Selected Malayalam Short Stories 2004 the book is a study of literature in india in the
context of recent discussions on modernity and its theoretical extensions such as the
everyday and the social imaginary it is a critique of the aesthetics and politics of
modernity as they are embodied in indian bhasha literature of the past two centuries
the primary objective of the book is to explore the trajectory of modernity after indian
literature encountered colonialism in the early 19th century the intricate ways in which
the bhasha imagination negotiated questions around concepts such as colonialism
aesthetics the literary the historical and the social have received focused attention in
the analysis although the study acknowledges the european provenance of modernity
as a historical idea it also recognizes the inherent complexity of the concept and its
equivocal connotations when used with reference to the polyphonic bhasha
communities in india theoretical issues debated in relation to modernity such as its
conceptual affinities with the western enlightenment project its ideological investment
in european aesthetics and its implication for the evolution of what might be called the
hermetic aesthetic are significant to this study the work also examines the regional
strengths of the social imaginary that render a conventionally conceived modernity
inadequate in explaining the uniquely modern strengths of the indian bhasha
imagination
Western Influence on Malayalam Language and Literature 1972 this is the first
of three volume anthology of writings in twenty two indian languages including english
that intends to present the wonderful diversities of themes and genres of indian
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literature this volume comprises representative specimens of poems from different
languages in english translation along with perceptive surveys of each literature
during the period between 1850 and 1975
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